
                                                            CLGA
                                       GENERAL MEMBERSHIP MEETING

Date and Time:  March 14, 2024, 1:13pm
Location:  CW Pro Shop Patio
Member Count:  50

SPECIAL GUEST:  President Zara Logan introduced guest, Dir. Of Golf Course 
Maintenance, Scott Anderson.  He discussed several issues CLGA had presented to the 
Golf Committee and took some questions.

He stated that ramps to the bunkers, and certain ones with humps, were necessary for the 
equipment to get in and out without tearing up the rest of the bunker.  They will do more 
work on the bunkers during the summer.  The sand bunkers take more than twice as much
work to maintain as the greens and are 40 years old.  

The grass on the fairways is no shorter than usual.  Now it is trimmed to 1.25 inches and 
will be down to .75 inches by April.

QUESTIONS FROM THE FIELD:

**Painting vs. Overseeding the Fairways:  He doesn't believe the test is complete since it 
was tested on the Par 3's, which have no cart traffic.  The paint doesn't seem to be lasting 
as long as he had expected but is slightly less expensive than overseeding.  He expects 
that we would need to paint the fairways 3 time per year.

**Maintenance Workers on Thursday:  Scott fielded complaints about workers continuing 
mowing while we are trying to conduct our Club Championship.  He will tell his workers to 
be conscious of CLGA play, particularly on days when we have major tournaments.  The 
reason it isn't a problem on Men's league days is because they play on Saturday, when 
only half the maintenance staff is working and they are finished by 10am.

**Rotating Cart Path Only Holes:  He stated that he will look into continuing a rotating 
closing of holes to Cart Path Only, in addtion to leaving Par 3 holes as Cart Path Only.

**Lakes Smelling Bad:  He has no idea why some think the lakes smell like a chemical has
been used because that is not the case.

**Players Driving Carts at 90 Degrees:  As a rule, his preference is that all players do all 
they can to maintain our asset, the Course.  That includes driving on the course as little as 
possiible, repairing ball marks, filling in divots, etc.  Also, driving in the desert should be 
kept to a minimum because it requires a lot of maintenance.  The yellow stakes have 
helped and they will be moving the yellow stakes forward and back, using red, white and 
blue lines.  It will coincide with the flag placement and will save wear and tear on the areas
near the yellow stakes.

CLUB CHAMPION ANNOUNCED:  Travis announced all flight winners in the Club 
Championship, which will be posted on the website.  Our 2024 Club Champion is Kathryn 
Campbell.  She was presented with the trophy.  Congratulations, Kathryn!!!



SERVICE AWARDS:  Zara announced the 20-year members, Sandy Johnson and Rose 
Hames, who were not present.

CLGA WEBSITE:  Zara encouraged us to view the CLGA website often for good 
information.  The Bylaws are posted for vote, and information on upcoming events like the 
PICO tournament and the Member Guest can all be found on the website.  Deadline for 
signup for the Member Guest is March 20.  The CMGA/CLGA event this Saturday is full 
but there is a waitlist in case of last minute cancellations.

CHANGES TO SCORING INCOMPLETE GAMES:  Nancy Hermanson announced that the
main change to scoring concerns games not completed  It used to be 13 holes but now 
anytime you play 10 to 17 holes, you should enter your score.  It must be done hole by 
hole into the GHIN system.  This will affect your differential even though it will not show a 
completed score for the day.  There is a problem with Golf Genius, which does complete 
your score for you if you enter an incomplete round, at your maximum for the unfinished 
holes.  Nancy is following up on this problem.

Nancy reminded us that last minute cancellations on CLGA playdays cause major 
headaches.  Unless an emergency, please honor your commitment to play if you've signed
up!

ADJOURNMENT.  Zara Logan adjourned the meeting at 1:54pm.


